An entrepreneurial
community for all

Entrepreneurs are those who gather the resources and assume the risk of organizing and growing a
thriving business.
They are the unstoppable pioneers who define how we live, work and play. They develop the gadgets and systems that power ideas and economies, heal our
bodies, transport us from place to place, and even take us off this planet. They not only build great companies, but they also generate prosperity and enrich
the communities they reach.

The EY organization has been associated with great entrepreneurs worldwide for more than three decades. Our advocacy of the entrepreneurs among us
spans public policy, a global network delivering business insight and guidance, and continued celebration of their contributions to world economies.
We stand for entrepreneurs — for their ambition, vision and can-do. We stand for an inclusive entrepreneurial community.

Entrepreneur Of The Year®

EY Entrepreneurial Winning Women™

Entrepreneurs Access Network

ey.com/us/eoy

ey.com/us/winningwomen

ey.com/ean

Recognizes the most accomplished business leaders
who are building and sustaining successful businesses
worldwide while credentialing participants with
investors, employees and customers. Award winners
join an esteemed community of distinguished
visionaries from around the world.

Selects savvy, ambitious woman founders who have
established profitable companies and provides evergreen
access to vast EY resources, rich networks
and know-how, helping to strengthen their abilities to
become market leaders.

Helps Black and Latino founders in achieving their full
potential through a 12-month immersive business
accelerator program designed to equalize their access
to resources, connections and capital so they can
scale their businesses sustainably.

Eligibility

Eligibility

• Candidates must be woman business owners who are the

• Candidates must be Black or Latino business owners who

Eligibility
• Nominees must be an owner or leader of a private or
•
•

public company with primary responsibility for recent
performance.
Nominee’s company must be at least two years old.
Nominees must have served in their role for at least
two years.

•
•

founding CEO (at least a 51% owner) of any privately held
company in the US or Canada.
Company must be 10 years old or less.
Company must have reported at least US$2 million in sales
during each of the past two fiscal years.

•
•

are the founding CEO and majority owner (own at least
51% after deducting all outside investments) of any
privately held company in the US.
The company must be at least two years old.
Only for-profit businesses may apply.

EY | Building a better working world
EY exists to build a better working world, helping
create long-term value for clients, people and
society and build trust in the capital markets.
Enabled by data and technology, diverse EY
teams in over 150 countries provide trust
through assurance and help clients grow,
transform and operate.
Working across assurance, consulting, law,
strategy, tax and transactions, EY teams ask
better questions to find new answers for the
complex issues facing our world today.

EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to one or more, of
the member firms of Ernst & Young Global Limited, each of which is a
separate legal entity. Ernst & Young Global Limited, a UK company
limited by guarantee, does not provide services to clients. Information
about how EY collects and uses personal data and a description of the
rights individuals have under data protection legislation are available
via ey.com/privacy. EY member firms do not practice law where
prohibited by local laws. For more information about our organization,
please visit ey.com.
Ernst & Young LLP is a client-serving member firm of
Ernst & Young Global Limited operating in the US.
© 2022 Ernst & Young LLP.
All Rights Reserved.
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advice. Please refer to your advisors for specific advice.
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